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from Developing skills: an integrated course for   
intermediate students by J.D. Alexander. London: Longman



from New Headway Intermediate by L. Soars & J. Soars. 
Oxford: OUP



Criticism
• Not authentic

• Suitable for testing – not for teaching

• Learners do not have to create sentences – only 
manipulate them

• Learners should be putting meaning into words, not the 
other way around.

Otávio Barros, L. (2014, April 10) Life beyond gap-fill? [blog post]
www.richmondshare.com.br/controlled-practice-activities/



Which exercise type is more effective?

•Cloze exercise
•Sentence writing
•Composition writing

Zou, D. (2017). Vocabulary acquisition through cloze exercises, 
sentence-writing and composition-writing: Extending the evaluation 
component of the involvement load hypothesis. Language Teaching 
Research, 21(1), 54-75.

Post-test score
  8.3
12.3
15.9

Research



A gap-fill is a practice exercise in which learners 
have to replace words missing from a text. These 
words are chosen and removed in order to practise 
a specific language point. Gap-fill exercises 
contrast with cloze texts, where words are removed 
at regular intervals, e.g. every five words.



Students’ original sentences from Zou’s 
experiment:

*When a disaster happens, life is indispensable 
rather than money or power.

*Jack got seriously drunk and divulged Linda’s 
privacy to others.

Gapfills or creative tasks?



Gapfills are easy to design and correct 

“student original sentences with new vocabulary often 
resemble a word heap”

“students will always end up with a correct English 
example sentence to study”

Gapfills or creative tasks?

Folse, K. S. (2006). The effect of type of written exercise on L2 vocabulary 
retention. TESOL Quarterly, 40(2), 273-293.



Which exercise type is more effective? (Folse’s study)

•Cloze exercise 
•Cloze exercise x 3 times
•Sentence writing

Post-test score
 2.2
4.8
 2.4

Folse, K. S. (2006). The effect of type of written exercise on L2 vocabulary 
retention. TESOL Quarterly, 40(2), 273-293.

More research



In defense of gapfills

Unfashionable though it is, repeated practice testing is 
known to work. In vocabulary learning, a gap-fill 
repeated a number of times is likely to lead to more 
learning in the same amount of time than a more 
creative or imaginative exercise.
 

Philip Kerr, teacher trainer & author

Kerr, P. (2016, March 10). Vocabulary gap-fills: from testing _____ teaching. 
OUP English Language Teaching Global Blog 
https://oupeltglobalblog.com/2016/03/10/vocabulary-gap-fills-from-testing-_____-teaching 







Rediscovering gapfills



‘Red herrings’ (distracters)
Complete the sentences with the words and expressions from the 
article.
 
long way all-time low overtime charm

ease  miracles

a) In winter my energy level is at a(n) ______________.

b) I don’t mind working ________ if I have to.

c) Paracetamol is the best thing if you want to _______ your         
headache. It works __________ on me.

d) I believe in the old saying “A little patience goes a(n) __________.



 captured – zone  |  caught – banned |  conclusive – startling  
|   fragile – hazard

    

a) The authorities closed public access to the _____ historic 
building after it was declared a safety _____.

b) The seven-year old Syrian girl Bana al-Abed _______ the 
world’s attention with her tweets from the war _______.

c) NASA’s _____ discovery suggests that there was once water 
on Mars, but the evidence that there was life is still not _____. 

d) Samsung Galaxy Note 7 was ______ from flights after a 
number of passengers reported that their devices ______ fire 
while charging.

 Two blanks



numerous last   remote
recorded controversial massive
    

Insert the adjectives where they belong in the sentences below.
 

a)The typhoon which swept through the Philippines causing 
destruction was one of the most powerful storms in history.

b)Thousands of people gathered in the village of Qunu to pay 
their respects to Nelson Mandela.

c)The decision to tax bank deposits caused a backlash among 
the local population and expats living on the island.
 
 

No blanks



 

a) The typhoon which swept through the Philippines causing 
massive destruction was one of the most powerful storms in 
recorded history.

b) Thousands of people gathered in the remote village of Qunu 
to pay their last respects to Nelson Mandela.

c) The controversial decision to tax bank deposits caused a 
backlash among the local population and numerous expats 
living on the island.

 
 

No blanks : answers

Selivan, L. (2021). Activities for Alternative Assessment. DELTA Publishing



 No blanks (2)

on the spur of the moment

just in the nick of time

it was a joint decision

take the plunge

to mull things over 

suddenly and without any 
planning

at the last possible moment

decision made together with 
somebody else

make a decision after thinking 
about it for a long time

think carefully about 
something for a long time



Add the expressions on the previous page to the conversations 
below to make them more interesting. Decide where to put the 
expressions in the conversations.  
•We were lucky. The doors were already closing but we managed 
to get in there. 

•I need a few days before I decide if I'm taking the job.

•We hadn’t planned to go to the seaside. We just jumped in a car 
and drove to Eilat.

•Some of our friends think it was my idea to give up city life and 
move to a kibbutz, but it wasn’t. We’d both talked about it for 
years.
 
•We’ve been going out for 7 years on and off. I think it’s time to 
get married and settle down.
 



Without a ‘word bank’

Put your money away – it’s 
___________. You paid last time.

I went on a ___________spree last 
weekend and spent all my money. 

 
I was trying to pay for groceries, but my 
credit card was __________. It was so 
embarrassing!
 

 
 Now that the children are old enough to
 ____________ themselves, we can go
.away on holiday by ourselves

my treat / on me

shopping/spending

rejected / declined

look after / fend for



She seemed on the ______ of tears. 
The divorce left her on the ______ of a nervous 
breakdown.
The country’s economy was on the ______ of collapse.

Multiple sentences



Driverless vehicles are ___________ in the tech world 
right now.
Long hair for men was __________  in the 70s.
Buying a cabin in the mountains may be __________   
at the moment, but is it really a sound investment?

Multiple sentences

Driverless vehicles are ___  ___  ____ in the tech world 
right now.
Long hair for men was ___  ___  ____ in the 70s.
Buying a cabin in the mountains may be ___  ___  ____  
at the moment, but is it really a sound investment?



a) Avengers: Endgame was one of the e_________ 
anticipated movies of 2019.

b) I didn’t like the film at all: the dialogues were boring, the 
characters unrealistic, and the whole plot was r______.

c) The fire at Brazil’s National Museum destroyed 
hundreds of hi______ar_______.

d) Lady Gaga received r______ r_______ for her role in A 
Star is Born

First letter clue

 First letter clues for collocations



 First letter clue (on Quizlet)



from LexTutor: www.lextutor.ca/tests/ 



INSERT WORDS INSERT COLLOCATIONS



Choose the right word to complete the 
blanks: meet, make, pay. 

a)Our research team is confident we 
will soon _____ a breakthrough. 

b)We are working hard to ______ the 
deadline.

c)My husband just pretends to _____ 
attention when I talk to him.

Choose the right phrase to complete 
the blanks: make a suggestion, do 
business, pay attention 

a)I’m a bit hesitant to ___________ 
with such a young firm. 

b)My husband just pretends to 
___________ when I talk to him. 

c)Can I ___________ ? Let’s take the 
rest of the day off.

Exercises that minimize the risk of error (i.e. with 
intact collocations) are more beneficial for the initial 
encounter with new collocations

Boers, F., Demecheleer, M., Coxhead, A., & Webb, S. (2014). Gauging the 
effects of exercises on verb–noun collocations. Language Teaching 
Research, 18(1), 54-74.



Which definition is better?
A  an invention or contrivance, especially a mechanical 
or electrical one, made for a particular purpose

B  an object or a piece of equipment that has been 
designed to do a particular job

C   a computer, mobile phone and heart monitor are 
examples of electronic _______

Definitions



 
 

money that you borrow to buy 
a house

 
 

mortgage
 
 

Definitions



 
When you start to suffer from an 

illness, such as a cold or flu,
you _________ with it.

 
 When you ask many people about 

their opinions on a topic, you carry out 
a ______. 

 

natural surroundings, especially when 
they look beautiful, are known as 

______________

When something is important and 
necessary, for example, a computer, it 
is an ________ part of our lives.

If a swimming pool is situated inside a 
building, it is called a(n) ___________ 
pool

when a doctor writes the details of the 
medicine you need on a piece of 
paper, (s)he gives you a _________

and highlighted co-text

Definitions with blanks





Rethinking grammar gap-fills



Problems with grammar gap-fills

• Almost always focus on producing the 
correct form – lack focus on receptive 
grammar

• Very often of the ‘open the brackets’ 
variety

• Target form is usually blanked



from English in Mind, Student’s Book 3 by Herbert 
Puchta & Jeff Stranks. CUP



from Innovations Upper Intermediate 
Workbook by Morgan Lewis. 
Cengage-Heinle



from Innovations Elementary by Hugh Dellar & Andrew Walkley. 
Cengage-Heinle



… the recognition of grammar as a receptive skill, and 
exercises need to be devised which encourage the 
perception of difference of meaning. This is an area 
which is hardly touched on at all in contemporary 
language teaching, which too often equates grammar 
with the students' ability to produce correct sentences. 

Michael Lewis, author

Lewis, M. (1993). The Lexical Approach: the state of ELT and a way forward. 
Hove: LTP



The museum is closed _____ Tuesday.

She is coming _____ four o’clock.

The museum is closed on ______.

She is coming at ________.

Selivan, L. (2018). Lexical Grammar. CUP



Adapting grammar gap-fills



1. Replace target words with your own words

The police are collecting witness statements. 🡪 The 
police are gathering witness statements.

I was in a hurry so I didn’t have time to call.  🡪  I was in 
a hurry so I ___________ time to call. 

Exploring alternative answers



2. Replace larger parts of the sentence such as whole 
clauses, for example: 

I was in a hurry so I didn’t have time to call. → I was in 
a hurry so I left early. 

It was raining so I took my umbrella. → It was raining 
so I stayed at home.

Exploring alternative answers



 

Exploring alternative answers



Exploring alternative answers



Spicing up gap-fills



Alternative gap-fills
• Oral gapfill
• Round the room cloze
• DIY gapfill - learners create own gap-fills
• Sticky board gapfill

For more ideas, visit: 
https://teflgeek.net/2011/03/22  and  bit.ly/offthewalls









Contact

Blog: leoxicon.blogspot.com

Email: leosel@gmail.com

Twitter: @leoselivan (Lexical Leo)

Thank you for listening 

and participating!


